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chantelle is a field applications scientist, specializing in protein and viral vector purification and
downstream process development. she held leadership positions at applied genetic technology

corporation and brammer bio, prior to joining the thermo fisher scientific bioproduction division in
2020. with over 10 years of experience in gene therapy, chantelle has accumulated comprehensive

knowledge of standard industry practices and regulatory standards, applying this knowledge to
advance development of therapies for a variety of indications including ocular, cns and systemic

disease.chantelle holds a masters degree in chemistry from university of florida and a bachelors in
chemistry from smith college. attack vectors: in 2017, apt19 used three different techniques to
attempt to compromise targets. in early may, the phishing lures leveraged rtf attachments that

exploited the microsoft windows vulnerability described in cve 2017-0199. toward the end of may,
apt19 switched to using macro-enabled microsoft excel (xlsm) documents. in the most recent
versions, apt19 added an application whitelisting bypass to the xlsm documents. at least one
observed phishing lure delivered a cobalt strike payload. attack vectors: the most commonly

observed method of initial compromise is spear phishing. the spear phishing emails contain either
a malicious attachment or a hyperlink to a malicious file. the subject line and the text in the email
body are usually relevant to the recipient. apt1 also creates webmail accounts using real peoples
names. while apt1 intruders occasionally use publicly available backdoors such as poison ivy and
gh0st rat, the vast majority of the time they use what appear to be their own custom backdoors.

throughout their stay in the network (which could be years), apt1 usually installs new backdoors as
they claim more systems in the environment. then, if one backdoor is discovered and deleted, they

still have other backdoors they can use. we usually detect multiple families of apt1 backdoors
scattered around a victim network when apt1 has been present for more than a few weeks.
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attack vectors: apt1 frequently uses spear phishing attacks to
target the victim organization, with the help of both email and
social media campaigns. it sends a variety of email messages,

including spoofed messages with malicious links. in some
cases, the malicious email link is obfuscated or embedded
into a document that looks like a regular microsoft word

document. in other cases, the malicious link is disguised as a
routine email from the victim’s internal customer service

department. attack vectors: apt1 typically deploys multiple
pieces of malware on the systems that it targets. in the case

of rats, apt1 typically deploys them on the network’s
management systems. it also often deploys them on the

computers of the victims’ employees. they also deploy a wide
variety of plug-ins for internet explorer. they are also known
to use backdoor software, including backdoors and remote
access tools. crowdstrike's group of threat actors, dubbed
duqu, leverages a wide range of malicious codes, including

ones that are used for network-level attacks, as well as ones
that target personal computers. we have observed duqu
targeting a wide range of industries, including financial

services, legal, healthcare, telecommunications, energy,
chemical, and transportation. the malicious codes used by
duqu have been detected using three different methods:

indicators of compromise (iocs), techniques used to evade
security software, and analysis of malicious code itself. our

analysis has linked duqu to a group of threat actors known as
apt28 (advanced persistent threat 28). attack vectors: in
2017, apt19 used two different techniques to attempt to

compromise targets. the first technique was a spear phishing
campaign, in which the attackers sent emails that contained
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attachments or a link to a malicious document. the document
was typically a document type that was not commonly used

by an organization, but contained a malicious macro. the
second technique was social engineering. the attackers used

a variety of social engineering lures. these included social
media lures, fake websites, and phone calls. 5ec8ef588b
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